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Kipper’s
Komments
Welcome to the start of another great year with BAM, bring it
on...
Let's hope 2017 will be as successful as 2016 was with lots of
new members joining and the continuing support from our
green team members at Super Sunday, social evenings and all
the other events BAM hold over the year.
Without these volunteers, who give up their free time to help
BAM succeed and thrive, the club would struggle to be what it
is today. So why not see what you can offer the club - any help
big or small makes a difference - in particular we are still
looking for help with revitalising our website so please let me
know if you have skills in that area.
We have a lot of up and coming events happening in 2017 so keep an eye out in Chain-Link and
on the Facebook forum to see what's happening and when. We have already been on several
breakfast runs over the winter months with a couple more to go until March. Then the riding
season begins with two rides per month (half day and full day) and we are seeking ride leaders
for these to get the calendar fixtures underway. If you’re not sure what's involved then have a
chat with our ride co-ordinator Geoff.
There have been quite a few changes over the past year, we have seen the launch of IAM
RoadSmart which BAM has taken on board and as a result you will see the branding changes on
our leaflets, polo shirts and other kit. The advanced rider training you receive is still excellent an
course and with great deals still available why not tell your friends, family and work colleagues
to pop along and see what we can offer.
Finally please remember that BAM Membership for 2017 was due on 1st January and Alan our
membership secretary will be in touch to ensure everyone is paid up by the AGM.
Here's to some great riding this year. Keep it rubber side down

Martyn

S.M.A.K
I’ll be back for breakfast.
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2016 has seen another exceptional year for BAM. Associate numbers are up and test passes
continue to excel. You just need to be involved in our activities to see our continued success as
a Group/Club.
However, the demands of IAM have, for me, reached breaking point. My intention on taking up
the role of Chairman was to extend the Club outwards, to increase the awareness of
motorcyclists of our existence and what we do. But, the impositions imposed on BAM, has been
too much. I am strongly in favour of standardisation throughout the National Group system, it
is LONG overdue. But, it is far too much for a group of volunteers like ourselves to achieve
the in short time span given. Not only that but no sooner is one enormous workload dumbed
on our lap, another arrives.
IMI accreditations is sound, in time. However, the refusal to recognise Observers, via
“Grandfather rights” to those who have been dedicated to the cause, long before many
presently employed at IAM had ever heard of IAM, has caused a serious bone of contention, for
which I concur. As Observers they have proved, by their delivery of coaching associates within
the system to bring them up to Test standard on numerous occasions, so WHY has this not
been recognised? The IMI processes to eventually “qualify” them in a time frame appropriate to
a large volunteers Group such as ours?
I have had my ear bend on this a number of times and I am in no doubt that Observers will
“walk” at the end of 2017, when the time limit set for LO system has to be met. “Walking
away” is what volunteers do when they have had enough. Some will air their views but MOST
which not. I know IAM read this so I am deliberately firing a shot across their bows. I have been
around IAM for long enough to know I am not alone in my concerns.
Added to IMI we had a new Associate hand book and alterations to the marking system
introduced. Not an issue but more workload for us to introduce it. These things don’t just
happen. As an efficient and effective Group we aim to achieve smooth timely transition but
frustrated in doing by the lack of IAM group considerations and hasty introductions. Many
unpaid volunteers are required to delivery ALL that you dish out. Giving up MORE of their
time.
For me the straw that broke the camel’s back was the 120 page book of rules and regulations
emanating from the last National Conference. Adding insult to injury was asking for feedback
within a month!! Do IAM really think we have nothing else to do? that we are going to rubber
stamp some very contentious issue that this document contains! In addition There is the
proposal to introduce an option other that the IAM Test called , “Self-Assessment”, a system
requiring NO, LOA’s to produce two run reports for every “Self-Assessment” associate plus at
least 4 run reports from their Observer.
We, BAM, are a separate, independent charity AFILLIANTED to IAM. We deliver our program
100%. There needs to be a benefit for our 200 or so members to compulsory pay IAM National
subscriptions. Plus, in addition, our 50 + associates financial contributions to IAM National per
year.
Is it in BAM’s interest to continue this affiliation?
A very dissatisfied

Billy
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The first Sunday of every month, except January, a wide variety of bikes and bikers meet up in
Kingswood, all with the same intent – to get the most from their biking.

There are the first timers
who come along to go out on an assessed ride. This
is free and carried out by a team of trained volunteer observers. This is a
great way to find out if you could get more from your riding by signing up to complete the
Advanced Rider Training course. This course will improve your biking skills and the safety of you
and other road users.

Once you have enrolled, you are known as an Associate.
Associates are allocated an Observer to take them through their training, additionally at Super
Sundays all Associates will get the chance to meet the Examiner, attend a class room session on
bike techniques or ride with a different Observer for a cross check of your progress. The last
Super Sunday you need to attend is when you get presented with your IAM Certificate!
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But this is just the beginning. Bristol Advanced
Motorcyclist is a club with an active calendar of social events, talks, ride outs and
trips away. It is also the route for further training if you’d like to learn how to pass on your
newly acquired skills to others.
Who?
Whether you want an assessed ride, a refresher ride for current members, or just to meet up
with friends, then;•
•
•
•

Arrive between 9-9.15am and register your name first, ready for a 9.30am start
Grab a bacon butty and/or a cup of tea
Get allocated an Observer for your assessed ride and off you go
Previously enrolled Associates to attend the “Meet the Examiner” or the theory
session before you set off on your observed ride.

Where?
King’s Oak Academy. Brook Road, (off Tennis Court Road), Warmley, Bristol BS15 4JT
When?
Every 1st Sunday of the month (except January)
Wonga?
It’s FREE on your first visit to a Super Sunday event. The Advanced Rider Training course costs
£149. There are offers available for individuals under 30 - sponsored by South Gloucestershire
Road Safety
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On March 8 2017 we will be holding our annual general meeting for BAM to review the
successes from the past year, and to make you aware of plans for the year ahead. The formal
requirements for the election of the officers will also take place followed by the buffet.
This is your opportunity to get involved with the club, have
input to the future plans and vote for the officers to help
keep the club driving forward.
Please contact our group secretary Sue Nolan for a copy of
a nomination form if you wish to put your name forward
for an officers post via secretary@bam-members.org.uk
The AGM will be held at Coalpit Heath Social Club, also
known as The Miners, 214 Badminton Road, Coalpit Heath,
BS36 2QB
Doors open 7:30pm with helpers required from 7pm to help layout the room
We look forward to seeing you there

Given the perceived success of the trip last October I’ve decided to canvas the club to see what
take-up there might be for a trip this year. The trip will be 7 nights and 7 whole days around the
Picos as last year and I’d try to get the same hotels. The reason for it to be the same as last
year is because I can’t think of a way to improve on last years.
If anyone is interested please give me (no commitment) please email me, with your mobile
number at gjw.williams@btinternet.com as soon as possible so that I can get an idea of prices
and firm up the plans towards the end of January. For those that have not gone with Brittany
Ferries before you will find the prices, by booking the hotels and ferry through them, are quite
reasonable, although I can’t be sure what the exchange rate will do to them. We’ll be looking at
£100 per person deposits around the end of February.
Gordon Williams
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Firstly, well done to Robbie Downing who is now the ASDM – area service delivery manager for
Area 4 – West Central England & Wales. We are in Area 1 –South West England and Shaun
Cronin is our ASDM .
Here is a map of all the areas across IAM RoadSmart

Don’t forget to check out the IAM weekly email bulletin for news across all the regions.
In the last edition you would have seen some feedback from Mel on her skills day at Thruxton –
well if you have never tried it then now is your chance and for a bargain £135 for a day’s skills
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training on a closed circuit, what better way to have fun and learn lots. They also do a ladies
only day so give it a go!

These are the dates and they go fast so book your space now via 0300 303 1134 – check out the
www.iamroadsmart.com website for more details.

Here’s a little photo reminder from
the last edition
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ASSOCIATE– JENNY WILLS

ASSOCIATE – ROY PEMBERTON

ASSOCIATE – TOM JOHNSON

OBSERVER – MIKE TREMBETH

OBSERVER – STEVE THOMAS

OBSERVER – ANDY BOULTON

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

LOCAL OBSERVER CERTIFICATE

LOCAL OBSERVER CERTIFICATE

NATIOANAL OBSERVER

DAVE HEPBURN

MIKE COLLINGWOOD

ROY DEMERY

PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON

PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

ASSOCIATE– PETER ALLEN
OBSERVER – STEVE THOMAS
PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER
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RICHARD BENTHAM
JON BOLTON
NICK JOHNSON
ANDY PARKER
GEOFF SZTYPULJAK
SAM WHALE

Some useful contacts
POSTION

NAME

EMAIL ADDRESS

chair@bam-members.org.uk

Chair

TELEPHONE

Billy Burns

0117 957 2653

Sue Nolan

0117 952 5170

Mel Rowbottom

07918 603191

Alan Davis

01275 372 637

Tim Wrighton

0771 434 5634

John Crawford

0117 960 8247

Mike Trembeth

07867 672056

Tim Coulson

07778 852946

Geoff Abraham

07870 702088

Group Rides Co-ordinator

secretary@bammembers.org.uk
treasurer@bammembers.org.uk
membership@bammembers.org.uk
chiefobserver@bammembers.org.uk
b-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk
c-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk
d-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk
rides@bam-members.org.uk

Chain Link Editor

editor@bam-members.org.uk

Martyn Rowbottom 07879 612865

Events Co-ordinator

Events@bam-members.org.uk

VOLUNTEER REQD

Secretary
Treasurer
Group Membership
Chief Observer
Leader Observer Team B
Leader Observer Team C
Leader Observer Team D

In addition to the above team there are others who assist in the running of BAM. We
are totally reliant on volunteers and we are always looking for more!
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ALAN DAVIS WRITES ABOUT THE TRIP IN JUNE
We have always taken any opportunity to ride a mountain pass and decided on a trip to include
as many as possible, some previously ridden, some not:DAY 1 – An unplanned Day at Home
We were booked to cross the channel, Portsmouth to le Havre with Brittany Ferries but the port
workers had completely closed le Havre as the dispute over government plans to change pay,
conditions and pension arrangements escalated - Mileage 0
DAY 2 – Home to Orleans

Small hours start to make the
alternative Portsmouth ferry to Caen.
The port workers at Caen are
employed by Brittany Ferries and are
presumably happier with their
conditions than their counterparts at
le Havre. Took advantage of the Shell
petrol station at Cribbs` 24 hour
opening to fuel up and make a last
minute purchase of batteries before
both of us meeting up in Chipping
Sodbury High Street at 0400H and
taking the scenic route via Laycock
and Rowde to Portsmouth Mileage
146

Very smooth crossing but despite arriving on time there were signs that the crew were eager to
turn the ship around ASAP. As soon as the bikes had exited the quay level deck, the deck above
began to descend before the rest of the vehicles had been cleared which, despite frantic shouts
and waving of arms from crew members below, resulted in the first car out coming to a halt
with it`s caravan wedged. We left with the image in our mirrors of one very miffed owner in
animated conversation with Senior Crew. One badly bent caravan roof was the result but it
could have been a lot worse.
We do not pre-book accommodation with the exception of first and last hotels as Brittany
Ferries offer these at what can only be described as bargain rates. We left the ferry at Caen 8
hours later than we would have left le Havre so time was now a major factor to make our first
hotel booking but still enough in hand to stick with a D Road Route
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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A very enjoyable dry and sunny run with plenty of `progress` followed across the plains of
Northern France on a mix of long straights, fast flowing bends with a few truly twisty sections
arriving at our destination at 2100H. Mileage 198 – Total Mileage for Day 344
DAY 3 - Orleans to Dijon
Mix of long and slow stretches out of Orleans with multiple speed limits and numerous “No
Overtaking” sections but eventually settled into another enjoyable D road route including
Chateauneuf sur Loire, Gien and Nuit st George amongst others and a wonderful 20 mile
section on the D977b between Montsauche and Saulieu – the first seriously bendy bit of
the holiday – Mileage 242
DAY 4 –Dijon, France to Ins, Switzerland
Our luck was in during the morning riding in bright sunshine through areas that had clearly
suffered heavy downpours with standing water remaining en route but our luck ran out at
lunchtime- very wet for the rest of the day with the pace much reduced. Route via Taxenne,
Courcelles la Choux and Vue des Alps amongst others – Mileage 166
DAY 5 – Ins to Obergesteln
Due to our obsession with Motorway and Peage avoidance we rode from Ins through Berne
which was OK being Sunday but would give it a miss Monday to Friday!
On to Thun and Interlaken which lived up to it`s interpretation of `Between Lakes` - Lake Thun,
Lake Brienzer etc. Absolutely stunning scenery.
The morning had been overcast with light rain but after Interlaken it was stair rods for the rest
of the day. On to Brienz and Obergesteln via the Grimsel Pass (2165M), The first seriously twisty
ascent and descent of the trip – very scenic with significant amounts of snow remaining but no
views from the top, the last 200M being blanketed in thick cloud which made for very slow
progress with visibility down to barely 20 metres in places – Mileage 116
DAY 6 - We step up the Pass Count
Obergelsten, Switzerland – Ariola, Italy –
Andermatt, Switzeland – Livigno, Italy
This was a day of contrasts with heavy
rain on the Swiss side of the Alps and
warm sunshine on the Italian side,
perfectly demonstrated on the first pass
of the day when we climbed in heavy
rain from Obergelsten to the summit of
the Nufenen Pass (2478M) in thick
cloud, descending to Ariola in bright
sunshine once below the cloud line.
Rode back to Switzerland at Andermatt
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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via the St.Gothard Pass (2108M) then took Swiss Route 19 towards Chur via the Oberald Pass
(2044M) followed by Route 13 towards Lugano to pick up the Splugenpass(2113M) to
Chiavenna.
The day had already been a bendfest but the Splugenpass was something else. Series after
series of exceptionally tight hairpin bends as technical as you could find anywhere, on a narrow
road, the surface of which had seen much better days. The final stretch of the day was from
Chiavenna to St.Moritz via the Pass del Maloja (1815M) and on to Livigno via the del Bernina
Pass (2328M) and the Forcola di Livigno Pass (2315M) – Mileage 210
DAY 7 – Livigno, Italy – Nauders, Austria – Merano, Italy
First pass of today was the Passo di Foscagno (2291) followed by the Passo di Gavia (2621M) a
real adrenalin booster of a pass similar to the Splugenpass – Narrow, unfenced road with poor
surface and tight hairpins. This took us ever
onwards to the Passo dello Stelvio (2757M) –
the big pass with the big, well known name, a
big grin factor and a fridge magnet and pannier
stickers to mark the occasion. The Passo di
Resia (1508M) took us to the final pass of
today, another big pass with a well known
name the Timmelsjoch (2474M) – Sadly not
such a grin from this one as it was ridden in
torrential rain rather than the warm sunshine
of earlier in the day but got the pannier sticker
to confirm completion. Overnighted in Merano.
Possibly a European Parliament Health and Safety Directive but some passes are now marked
on maps as being “Difficult and Dangerous” the Gavia and Stelvio Passes being two of them –
Mileage 237
DAY 8 – Merano, Italy to Lienz, Austria
Started the day traversing the Passo di
Monte Giovo (2099M) to get us focused.
The next pass on our list was the
Grossglockner Pass(2505M) which meant
a 100 mile ride east to Austria on fast,
sweeping twisties. The Grossglockner is a
famous Pass with breathtaking scenery but
is not very technically challenging with a
wide, well surfaced road and flowing
hairpins. The only exception to this was a
spur off to “Bikers Point” which took you
up an extra 66 metres to 2571M via a
narrow, cobbled road of tight hairpins.
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After the descent it was back towards the Italian border via Zell-am-See and the Feluertaurent
summit tunnel. The mostly dry and sunny day had now turned into a very wet evening so called
it a day while still in Austria to overnight at Lienz – Mileage 218
DAY 9 – Lienz, Austria to Cremola, Italy
No passes today as it was the first day of a planned 2 day ride south west to the French Alps.
Longish day on fast main roads but with enough bends to keep you interested and with
chocolate box scenery through the Austrian and Italian Alps and on the ride around Lake Garda.
The sun came out in ernest at last with the temperature peaking at 27 degrees – Mileage 312
Day 10 – Cremola, Italy to Isola, French
Alps
Another hot, 27 Degrees, day – fine as long
as you kept moving. Second day of ride to
the French Alps on fast Main Roads – Not
so bendy as yesterday but not as tedious as
similar runs in the UK. Guess it`s the lack
of traffic and the sense of space. Arrived at
Isola via the col de Lombarde (2350M) 27
Degrees in the Valley, 7 at the Summit.
Missed a heartbeat on the descent when
two Marmots with a Death Wish and
possibly playing “Chicken” emerged from
thick undergrowth and crossed the road at high speed with little more than the thickness of a
cigarette paper between them and my front wheel. All 3 of us survived to see another day.
Route for the day via Piacenza, Tortona, Allesandria, Asti and Cuneo – Mileage 245
DAY 11 – Isola to Puget-Theniers
Started day riding over the col de la Bonette (2715M) which was quite an experience. Being a
Saturday, as you would expect, there were extra Bikers and Cyclists out. In addition, there was a
rally/time trial in progress which resulted in 50 or 60 rally prepared cars passing us in the
opposite direction at mind boggling speeds on an assortment of blind bends and hairpins. The
majority were Porsche 911`s plus an occasional Healey 3000, E-Type Jag and Hillman Imp. Later
in the day we spotted a Red Bull Publicity Car in the area, which suggested they were the
sponsors, given that Red Bull excel in running extreme sports events, for which one of the entry
qualifications should arguably be a frontal lobotomy.
The ride up was dry and overcast but immediately after cresting the col and starting the descent
we hit a heavy hailstorm mixed with sleet followed by dry roads in bright sunshine once below
the first 100 meteres. Continuing on to Jausiers we crossed the col de Raspalion (2513M) and
on to a lunch time coffee stop at Barcelonnette in hot sun.
The rest of the day took us over the col de Allos (2247M) and col de la St Michel (1431M)
ending up at Puget-Theniers having ridden the last hour in torrential rain – Mileage 114
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Day 12 – Puget-Theniers to Gullames
Out of Puget in sunshine to St Auban via the D2211A and the col St Raphael (876M) and on to
the canyon du Verdon. This canyon is truly impressive – It is MASSIVE – when you are riding the
bends of this canyon you get the feeling of being on top of the world. Stopped briefly to watch
bungee jumping from a bridge into the canyon before continuing via the col d` illoire (964M) to
Augines, Moustiers and Castellene. Coffee stop in a sunny and very hot (27 degrees) Castellene
before riding to St Julian du Verdon in torrential rain followed by a run on dry roads through the
Gorge d`e Dalius, an interesting road with no less than 8 tunnels hewn through the red rock of
this gorge. Overnighted at Gullames – Mileage 148
Day 13 – Gullames to Val d` Isere
Got high (Non-Narcotic) early in the day on col de la Cayolle (2326M) another spectacular
Alpine Pass with Chocolate Box Scenery, Challenging Roads, Waterfalls and the obligatory
elderly cyclist already at the summit having cycled up from the valley in the early hours of the
day. You have to raise your hat to these guys – you feel quite guilty sharing the moment with
them having been propelled up by motor cycle whereas they have slogged all the way up and
barely broken sweat. On through Barcelonette, Jausiers and Guillest to col d` lozard (2360M)
Today we were met not with oncoming Porsche 911`s but 16 identical BMW Convertibles with
their tops down, all together in a crocodile formation, not travelling at breakneck speeds but
seriously shifting nevertheless.
Briancon was the coffee stop for the day and on to the col du Lautaret (2058M) and col du
Calibier (2646M) We were denied the summit of this col having to take the sub summit tunnel
due to “Route Barre” as a result of un-cleared snowdrifts on the lee side.
Next up was St Michel de Maurienne via the col du Telegraphe (1568M) and col des Fours
(2360M) heading for the last pass of the day, the col de l`iseran (2770M). This is the highest of
the Alpine Passes and is as impressive as it`s height suggests. Temperature in the valley was 25
Degrees and a positively balmy 10 degrees at the summit – the last time we were here some
years ago it was 3 degrees with a wind chill factor well below freezing. Overnighted at Val d`
Isere – Mileage 218
Day 14 – Val d` Isere to Dijon
Today dawned overcast and wet. Off to the Courmet de Roseland col (1967M) via Tignes and
Bourg St Maurice on wet, narrow roads with challenging bends and hairpins. By Alpine
standards this is a relatively modest col in height but at almost Ben Nevis X 2 it was little
wonder that the summit was still covered in deep snow. On to Beaufort via the col de
Merrailett (1605M), through the major ski resort of Les Saisies, over the col de Saisies (1650M)
to Flumet and on to la Clusaz via the col des Aravis (186M). Coffee stop at Veyrier followed by a
ride to Annecy around the lake bearing it`s name and on to Bellegarde. Rode through a final few
ski areas at Mijoux, St Claud and St Laurent finishing with a run to Poligny and through Dole
heading for our overnight stop at Dijon - Mileage 298
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Day 15 – Dijon to Orleans
Just to complete the bizarre weather pattern we had experienced over the last 2 weeks today
was hot, VERY HOT – 23 degrees by 0900H, 34 degrees by 1600H but a day by the pool was not
an option as we had to press on towards the ferry ports. Le Havre was still strike bound so
Brittany Ferries had cancelled our sailing and re-allocated us to Caen again but at least it was
the same departure time, unlike our outbound crossing.
The high altitude riding was now well and truly over so it was a trip on low level roads – mainly
D`s with odd N thrown in – some long, arrow straight stretches mixed with fast flowing bends
and the occasional seriously squiggly bits to keep you focused.
The route was roughly the reverse of our southbound ride with St Seine, Vitteaux, Avalon,
Vezelay, cold cola`s in Clamency and on to Moulot, Entrains, Neuvy, Briare, Gien as main
reference towns/villages plus of course the odd “Off Route” foray! – Mileage 230
Day 16 –Orleans to Caan
A somewhat leisurely trip today, mainly across the ”Prairies” of Northern France to make an
evening ferry. The forecast today was not good with persistent rain and warnings of heavy
thunderstorms. Full wet weather kit was therefore worn for the day, which proved rather
pointless as the whole ride back was completed in warm sunshine. Typically however, during
the final 30 minutes in the ferry queue, we were treated to the sight of ominous black
thunderclouds forming above us as if from nowhere and releasing what can only be described
as a short, sharp cloudburst of little more than a couple of minutes which left us boarding the
ferry in saturated kit – Mileage 199
Day 17 – Portsmouth to Home
Off the ferry into the morning rush hour and all the various other pleasures of riding in the UK –
a reminder of why it always takes me a week or two to adjust after the joy of riding in Europe.
This in turn made the prospect of a more
scenic cross country route back to Briz
less appealing so it was a quick blast
home via the M27,M3/A34/M4 and back
to normality– Mileage140
SUMMARY
A particularly memorable trip for many
reasons – The Passes, the scenery and not
forgetting the crazy weather ranging from
blizzard through torrential rain to 34
degrees in the shade – 16 Days Riding –
33 Passes/Cols – 3400 Miles – What to
follow it with next year?
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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BAM CALENDER 2017
FEBRUARY

MARCH

4/5
SA/SU

CLASSIC BIKE SHOW – SHEPTON MALLET

5
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

5
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

8
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
A G M – This is your club!

8
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
HOW GOOD IS YOUR BIKE BALANCING?

12
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
VOLUNTEER REQUIRED

12
SUN

BIKER BREAKFAST CLUB – AVON VALLEY
RAILWAY

19
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
VOLUNTEER REQUIRED

APRIL

MAY

2
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

7
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

9
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
VOLUNTEER REQUIRED

10
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Speaker suggestions required

12
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Speaker suggestions required

14
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
VOLUNTEER REQUIRED

21
FRI

DEADLINE FOR CHAIN-LINK ARTICLES
THIS IS YOUR MAGAZINE!

21
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
VOLUNTEER REQUIRED

23
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
VOLUNTEER REQUIRED

BAM CLUB NIGHTS
Coalpit Heath Village Hall
214 Badminton Road Bristol BS36 2QB
Arrive from 7.30pm

SUPER SUNDAYS
Kings Oak Academy
Brook Road, Kingswood Bristol BS15 4JT
Arrive between 9-9.15am

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ABOVE EVENTS WILL BE POSTED ON THE BAM FORUM AND EMAILS WILL BE
SENT TO CLUB MEMBERS – IDEAS FOR SPEAKERS ALWAYS REQUIRED
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FEBURARY
25

WSB

Australia

Phillip Island

11

WSB

Thailand

Chang International Circuit

26

MotoGP

Qatar

Losail International Circuit

31

BSB

Great Britain

Donington Park

1

WSB

Spain

Motorland Aragon

9

MotoGP

Republica Argentina

Autodromo Termas de Rio Hondo

15

BSB

Great Britain

Brands Hatch Indy

23

MotoGP

Americas

Circuit

29

BSB

Great Britain

Oulton Park

29

WSB

Netherlands

Assen TT Circuit

7

MotoGP

Spain

Circuito de Jerez

13

WSB

Italy

Imola

21

MotoGP

France

Le Mans

27

WSB

Great Britain

Donington Park

MARCH

APRIL

MAY
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Picos de Europa on the borders of Asturias, Cantabria and Castilla y Léon is probably the most
stunning national park in Spain
11th – 19th October 2016 looks easy seeing the dates but the planning for this holiday started
in April for Gordon Williams by sending emails seeking members who would be interested in
what turned out to be very enjoyable and interesting riding and site seeing holiday with
excellent hotels and good company thrown in for good measure, what more could one ask for?
To cut to the chase!
We had 13 bikes and riders two of these with a pillion passenger each and one solo scooter
rider if my sums are correct 16 for the holiday.
The age range of our members for this holiday was from 23 to 70 plus years.
Our transportation to Spain by courtesy of Brittany Ferries and their Ro-Ro passenger ship the
“Pont Avent” sailing from Portsmouth to Santander.
Mel Rowbottom offered to lead part of the group from Bristol to the port via a scenic route
stopping for a meal and a fuel refill a few miles from Portsmouth while other members decided
to make their own way for various reasons, but like all good riders we eventually joined up in
good time ready to board the ship. Although a cloudy and cold day it remained dry.
Sailing on the Pont Avent is very pleasurable. A modern ship with good amenities and
satisfactory cabins, when you have discovered where they are! The ship sailed on time and after
a meal I settled down to an enjoyable evening with my cabin mate Paul and others retiring to
bed around midnight.
I awoke early to hear the waves slamming against the sides of the ship and thought this is not
good. Paul decided to go up top to take a look at the situation while I promptly made for the
bathroom. I did take medication before boarding the ship but this did not help me. Paul
returned to say “It’s going to be a rough crossing mate” oh dear. I won’t dwell on this but I
spent the remainder of the crossing to Spain in the cabin. I found out later some other group
members had suffered as well. The Pont Avent is an excellent ship the only trouble is, it’s on the
sea!
Despite the sea conditions we arrived at our destination only an hour late and disembarked, I
was singled out from the group to go through Spanish Customs via an interpreter and the local
“Garda” police officer, having the right paperwork detailing the hotels addresses helped a lot
and I was quickly allowed to proceed.
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We split into two groups to ride to the first hotel of our stay, which was about 20 kilometres
from the port. The Gran Hotel in the town of Puente Viesgo is rated as four stars and has all
modern amenities including an excellent spa and restaurants. Well-done Gordon.
Photo Puente Viesgo the hotel centre of photo
Riding in a group of 14 motorcycles
presents a few safety problems. We ride
with a leader and a volunteer tail end
Charlie, the leader employing the drop off
system indicates to the rider immediately
behind him/her to remain at the changes
of direction who then points this new
route to all other riders following. This
system works well and eventually all riders
re-group.
With all holidays each person has their
own planned agenda with places and
routes they would like to see and roads to use and of course each rider has their own comfort
zone when riding, some are happy to travel farther distances each day and perhaps ride quicker
than others. Throughout this holiday we split into two riding groups.
I elected to join the slightly “slower” shorter distance riding party and had an amazing time. We
rode some pretty interesting roads with fantastic mountain scenery and the roads are well
maintained and fun to ride. We found some very good local places to stop for refreshments
every day and there were plenty of attendant manned filling stations to refuel the bikes. We all
adhere to the speed limits when riding through the local villages and towns having respect for
the local residents and to help lower the noise levels some of our bikes emit.
After a good night’s sleep my first day ride out with Melanie leading and Martyn as our tail end
Charlie we set off around half ten from our hotel. A country route with the intention of seeing
the Reservoir Del Ebro via small towns and villages and some hill climbs often riding in low
clouds and very heavy rain. I did not go far in the rain to realise my riding trousers were letting
in the wet stuff, disappointed, not had them long. We all regrouped in a small village, by this
time it was chucking it down so we decided to abandon the rest of the day and return to the
hotel and dry out. Fortunately I was able to dry my bike clothes in the air on the veranda
outside my room.
Throughout the remainder of the holiday we only encountered one other wet ride and on this
particular afternoon it was when returning to our hotel so was not too much of a problem.
Later when the rain stopped I set off alone on foot to discover the area around our base camp.
Finding the redundant Puente Viesgo railway station and railway line which is now a public
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footpath and cycle track I walked for a couple of hours crossing over the River Pas via an old
bridge which looked quite unsafe. Along this path were many holiday homes with shuttered
windows and doors, so I assume some Spanish people have second homes not unlike in
England. After crossing the river the lanes eventually joined the main road returning me to the
town and hotel in time to rest and in the evening re-join the party and for some food.
Redundant Railway Station Puente-Viesgo

German built locomotive, used for 70 years

Our other riding team lead by Gordon and Alan each day departed the hotel before my group
and usually arrived back later most days I am still unsure where they ventured too but from the
conversations I shared with my roommate Paul they had a good time.
I will refrain from going into a day by day detail of where we went and will generalize from here.
For the first two days Mel led our group with some changes to the tail end rider position, Simon
led the way for a couple of days to give Mel a break. We rode some pretty spectacular roads
through the mountains and valleys often the tops of the mountains being obscured from view
because of the low cloud this to be expected in October I assume?
Picos de Europa is one of the truly unspoiled areas of Spain that is still unaffected by large
numbers of tourists.
I read the Picos mountain area covers 300 square miles so I would doubt anyone will find it hard
not to find something they like. When stopping at the road sides and looking up you’ll often see
a series of rocky mountain peaks the highest rising to well over 8000 feet, all this is amazing
considering the coast of northern Spain is only 20km away. At this time of year the mountains
stand out against the pale blue skyline and also seen hovering on the wind we saw vultures or
golden eagles?
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Many small villages and single buildings
are tucked away in the higher slopes and
are almost isolated from civilisation.
You can see deep gorges that plunge
vertically down into deep river valleys with
some sparkling lakes in some places
thrown in for good measure. Rolling hills of
lush vegetation interspersed with rocks of
all sizes is the norm.
Spain without doubt is a motorcycle rider’s
heaven there are almost as many
mountain ranges as there are towns and all are different but take caution. Around bends can be
fallen rocks and animals that wander the roads. Mountain roads are bordered by snow poles
which are to be avoided but they indicate
the winters are harsh in this mountainous
area of Spain.
After four days we set out for another
day’s ride eventually reaching our second
hotel choice where we would spend the
remaining days of our holiday.
The Hotel Miramar is situated in the
coastal town of San Vincente de le
Barquera another excellent choice by
Gordon, rated this time as three star
although an older hotel I found it a relaxing place to stay and from my balcony I had a grand
view of the town beach and harbour entrance.
Gordon took over the lead rider position
for some rides. Being nearer the
mountains we headed out to the delightful
small towns of Potes and Panes
(Nicknamed pots and pans by Alan and
Gordon)
We stopped twice in Potes for meal
breaks, a small but busy local town where
we sat outside to eat. Potes is a regular
stopover for tourist travelling by coach.
From Potes some of the group set out to
see the cable cars in operation in the small
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town of Fuente dé again low cloud obscured the tops of the mountains so I gave this ride to the
mountain top a miss.

Local restaurant we stopped at for a meal

Watch out for guys with knives and Kessie
comes for lunch

Cable car resort Mirador del Cable Fuente dé – low clouds making it impossible to see the
summit
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View from Hotel Miramar of local beach

we all waited to board the Pont Avent again.

If you are looking for fantastic roads to ride
with wonderful and differing scenery then
this area of Spain is a must have holiday.
All too soon our last day came and we
made the most of the day with an
excursion along the coast road towards
Santander stopping for a while for a meal
break. Santander is a busy town and we
arrived during the evening rush hour but
got to the port area unscathed, through
customs this time with no hold up where

My return crossing was pretty much uneventful thank goodness! We settled into our cabin
again and spent an enjoyable evening.
After breakfast the following day I wandered to the stern of the ship and on the open deck
found a chair to sit and relax spending the voyage home in sunshine and sheltered from the
wind it was very pleasant, later returning to the cabin to get ready for our arrival this time in
Plymouth. With a relatively calm crossing the Pont Avent arrived in our home port on time. We
disembarked and made our way through customs to regroup and say our good byes, some
decided to travel home alone while some returned together in a group.
To conclude and I am sure speaking for each of the club members who came along we all had a
marvellous holiday and owe a big thank you to our holiday organiser whether he will decide to
do another trip in 2017 remains to be seen?
Gordon, Thanks a lot also a thank you to the ride leaders and tail end Charlie’s.
To help identify the names of people I have mentioned in this article below are names of the
group members who also came along on holiday:
Gordon Williams, Alan Davis, Melanie and Martyn Rowbottom, Alan Macdonald, Keith
Llewellyn, Les Fry, Russell Peters, Andy Boulton, Colin Stone, Simon and Marilyn Whitelock,
Chris and Jenny Brooker, Paul Winteringham and myself.
Written by Phil Baber
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Russell Peters shares his memories of the same trip
Going into this trip I was worried. Mostly due to the fact it was my first time taking my bike
abroad, I was also the youngest member by far “How am I going get along with a bunch of old
guys that all know each other and not me” I was thinking. Will they frown upon me for being
young and riding a sports bike in garish colours with two piece racing leathers? More to the
point how can I last a week on a sports bike
and still walk!
Low and behold this wasn’t the case! I
absolutely loved it!
The roads were like nothing I’ve ever ridden
before; cranked over on sweeping curves,
Noise of the 636cc engine screaming at 14
thousand RPM bouncing off canyon cliff faces
with the help of the Akrapovic exhaust pipe.
The thrill of racing up the side of a mountain
alongside birds of prey coupled with views as
far as the eye can see was just unbeatable.
Admittedly, I’m happy to not see a 10 foot elevation changing hairpin anytime soon!
The riding was great too! With the choice of guided tours from Mel, Gordon and Simon it was
bliss, I didn’t even have to look at a map (Which I am ashamed of yet can’t thank you guys
enough). With two groups I felt I had the best of both worlds, riding with Gordon to clock in
some miles or a slightly more relaxed ride with Mel/ Simon, both of which were perfectly
guided. Not only was this my first time abroad but it was also my first group BAM Ride since
passing my test, I had never ridden the drop off system before – Something that became
evident when I tried marking a corner a little too far up only to see the rest of the pack carry on!
Only Les the tail end catching me out the corner of his eye. Panic!

Les stopped up the road, I caught up with him. This was all new to me I didn’t know what to do,
Do we just wait here or find them or catch up with the Gordon the leader to tell him. Luckily
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panic over when Les suggested “Go catch up with them and turn them around” at this point I
felt like a sheep dog that’s just been let of the lead and all I heard was “Go get ‘em boy”. I had a
mission. I found myself soaring underneath cliff faces, over bridges and between the trees
without another soul in sight. Felt Great! Fortunately I caught up with them amidst a herd of
cattle (One of the few good things about the Spanish cows we encountered) Shame really I was
enjoying that. Got in front
turned around and gestured
for the others to turn however
apart from Alan who was now
away in the right direction a
couple didn’t get that
message,
Granted
they
couldn’t read my mind, and
carried on. I waited thinking
they were finding somewhere
to turn… but a good 10
minutes and nothing… Here
we go again.
Finally caught them, turned around, picked up Alan along the way, passed the cows for the
umpteenth time and had a well-deserved Coffee and tortilla break at the café where it all
started. OOPs… But …That was fun!
One thing I enjoyed most was the company, everything from having a play with a few bikes on
twisty mountain passes to sharing beers in the hotel over some mighty fine “Mince Meat and
Chips” great company to ride with and found myself struggling to keep up on more than one
occasion! All those worries I had at the beginning couldn’t have been further from reality. I
thoroughly enjoyed the company and adopted nickname of “Ninja Boy” I would just like to
apologise to everyone one for countless fuel stops and struggling in and out of one piece
waterproofs. But I would
also like to thank the
leaders and back markers
and everyone for making
me feel part of the group
and sharing a great trip!
The bikes now stowed up
for winter and if my
shoulders and knees have
recovered I’ll see you
next year, as much as it
ached riding a sports bike
I wouldn’t change it!
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Geoff Clarke shares some pictures and a few words to show that we don’t all manage to stay on
the road!
“Been green laning today with Nick Travis
There's off roading, rutts, gravel, and all sorts of stone roads but then you get big ole puddles
Some the size of streams!
Don't bottle out just go for it!
Unfortunately if you're Nick Travis then your bike shuts down half way through! Only wish I got
photos of him with his feet in the water!”
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Tom Sain offers an opinion from the former
Being a young man, the government classifies me as a “vulnerable road user” considering my
demographics’ propensity to contract road rash. This alone should serve as a warning bell for
anyone like me who is considering taking up biking as a practical mode of transport, which can
double as a tremendous pastime. So why are there so few youngsters in our group?
I treated myself to a Direct
Access
course
for
my
th
25 birthday in 2012. Not long
ago. Since then I have lost
count of the number of times I
have almost come off my
steed. I’ll be the first to say it
would have been my fault on a
number of those hairy 50p/5p
moments. Hence joining BAM
and working with my brilliant
observer Max on attaining my
full membership. On other
occasions there would have
been nothing I, nor other road
users could have done had the
conditions been ever so slightly different. But I do enjoy riding. As if I didn’t have enough lifethreatening hobbies, the rest of my spare time is spent skydiving above airfields where the
following mantra reminds us of our mortality: “there are old skydivers, and bold skydivers, but
no old bold skydivers”. The same is often said of pilots but should be repeated before BAM
group rides, too. Whilst the proverb sounds attractive, we could argue over precise meaning.
The message is nevertheless clear: 1) recklessness and ignorance is very costly, and 2)
experience is very useful, indeed. So how are the young supposed to have a fair shot, being
well-endowed in the former and distinctly lacking in the latter? The answer is simple: they
don’t. Young motorists aged 17-24 represent a larger share of road casualties regardless of
mode of transport (source: Statistics.gov.uk). Enter BAM. Its mission rings loud and is wellknown to the Chain-link readership so we need not expound this concept here.
However, as a relatively new associate it struck me how much, ahem, grey hair there was in the
group. The survivors, perhaps? A simplistic argument could be that the young are all busy
hitting the deck and the wiser folk are out there learning and putting experience to productive
use. It made me want to turn 180 degrees, sell both my bikes and put my leathers in a charity
shop. Skydiving is much, much safer, I thought. But correlation does not prove causation: there
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has got to be an easy win here which will a) increase amount of fun, b) improve road safety in
the region, c) reduce casualties and d) rejuvenate membership. I'm sure there are a number of
campaigns we could run in association with local dealerships and test centres, for instance.
It is entirely possible that freshly-licenced bikers aren’t interested in any more courses having
just passed their test. After all, they are officially good enough to ride. They just want to get on
the road. I did the same: through rain, wind, and snow (!) on a newly-purchased W-reg CBR600F
with all the gear and no idea. Tremendous experience. MASSIVE risk. So it’s possible that BAM
chasing younger members is a wasted effort. It wouldn’t be if this group were accurately
represented by the L-plate sporting youths admiring the exhaust note of my Ducati who I
started chatting to, and who seemed to think BAM was a waste of time and money that could
be spent having “real” fun. It took some effort, but citing group rides, materially better riding
skills and financial incentives could well have swayed them. To be seen by novice riders as a
cliquey group of old blokes who ride like sissies is a grave situation for BAM. Firstly, it couldn’t
be further from the truth (it just took a bit of bravery to get involved at Super Sunday and make
friends). Secondly, it’s a tremendous investment of time and money if you can be patient
enough to reap a non-pecuniary reward: better odds of a longer life.
I wanted this article to serve as a discussion prompt among members but also as a warning: all
members are responsible for BAM’s mission. The young are the future, and without them,
biking dies. Without BAM, those bikers die before you do.

Mike Collingwood gives a brief account
“We had a plucky 5 bikes turn up for the last ride of the season.
It amazes me that people can eat a McD’s for breakfast but more than 1 bit the dust before
leaving promptly at 9.30.
Surprisingly, although the weather forecast wasn’t that good, somebody was looking down on
us because we didn’t get wet all day. We rode on roads that were awash from previous showers
but the rain had stopped before we got there.
We managed an hour and a half lunch/museum stop and that got us back to Bristol for a 1700
finish after a very gentle 185 mile day out with a maximum 90 minutes in the saddle for those
like me with a delicate derrière. To be fair 90 minutes isn’t really enough time to have a good
look around but we will have to go again to see the rest of the bikes.
I can recommend the cafe as the food is excellent, well worth the stop just for lunch.
So bah humbug to the people who believed the weather reports and decided to stay in bed, the
select few had a good, dry and warm ride out.”
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The Farmers Table – Tortworth Glos
Sun 8th January 2017

Following tradition, John T kindly arranged for the Farmers Table to open their doors early to
allow all 21 of us who turned up on a cold frosty morning to catch up on all the Christmas
festivities that had taken place and to sample the excellent food prepared by the chef who
managed to get us all fed more or less at the same time despite the variety of choices from
people.
Food was yummy – here is one of the choices on offer....
Here are the members who joined us for today’s breakfast
club – orderly queuing before lots of chatting !
Thanks for organising the event John......
Same time next year ?
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November 26 2016 – Report by Mel Rowbottom
At the last regional meeting, the Bristol Car Group (winners of last years group award) decided
to put the money to use by arranging a coaching workshop with guest speakers and the
workshop opened up to all groups. Anticipating about 30 people they were pleasantly surprised
to have over 100 people from groups up and down the country (with the furthest coming from
Scarborough if I recall correctl, making the trip to Bristol to learn more about coaching styles
and things they can take away from the day.
It was primarily car group members attending, but there were a handful of motorcycle groups
also represented, as the coaching skill is a generic tool for everyone to use.
The guest speakers were experts in their various fields of work and here is a summary of their
sessions:
Stephen Hayley

- Mind Driving

This is all about implanting a desire and the means to learn more with
safe driving/riding being a product of how we think about risk and act
accordingly. There is a model Speed-Surprise-Space model in his
book that helps analyse why we do what we do and how to re-learn.
See www.minddriving.org for more details and how to get a copy of
the book

Ian Edwards MSc - Driver Education and e-Based learning
Being aware of the various factors around you such as
• social environment,
• your need to drive/ride,
• the current ‘scenario’ you are in driving/riding in,
• how much you adhere to the rules of the road,
• how roadworthy your vehicle is
How these impact your ability to drive/ride safely based on your
• knowledge and skill set in those situations,
• which determines the level of risk you are facing,
• then how you deal with the subsequent outcome.
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By understanding all these factors, can you learn from it and teach yourself how to do it better
in future. More details from his book available via http://www.edrivingsolutions.com/book.aspx
Louise & Blaine Walsh

- Client Centred learning and Coaching

This is an approach whereby People are encouraged ....
• to take responsibility for learning
• to analyse problems
• to understand
• to reflect on their own performance
Aided with golden questions you can use such as, Why, Tell me, Show me, describe to me etc.
which should already be a familiar part of the observer toolkit, and helped to explain their
impact.
A worthwhile event and look forward to putting into practise some of the learning from today, I
also benefited from having a very short trip back home to North Bristol compared to those
heading back up to Scarborough .... well done for your commitment !
Thanks to the Bristol IAM Motorists for organising the event.

Watch this space!
Now that we are using IAM Road Smart branding we have an exciting new
range of clothing available.
At the time of going to press full details were not available, but if you can’t
wait until the next edition, please contact Melanie Rowbottom (see contacts
page) who will be pleased to tell you about the new items
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December 8 2016
It’s that time again for the club Christmas quiz night and another
good turn out from the members with an increasing number of
sparkly and novelty jumpers on display and few singing Christmas
tree hats as well..... we are off to a good start.
Clare kindly volunteered, or is that ‘was’ volunteered to do the
quiz again following on from last year and a mixture of questions,
and word searches and logos for the picture round kept all those
brain cells firing away to find the right answers.
A break half way for the buffet and raffle and to continue with the
lucky dip left over from Super Sunday so that everyone had chance
to win one of Martin’s special little prizes – here is a selection of
those won on the night.
The quiz carried on after the obligatory group Christmas jumper photos, which we all just about
squeezed into the picture for after jostling for the best position ☺

and here are the final scores on the doors and winning teams
nd

rd

th

1st Christmas Puddings (49) - 2 Merry Bikers (48) - 3 Trumps (47) - 4 The Grinch and &
th
th
th
dwarves (45) - 5 Grumpy’s Elves (42) and finally living up to their name...6 Upper 6 aka
The 6 Pack (37) Thanks everyone for joining in the fun !
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PUZZLE

TIME
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Kessi’sKapers
Hello my BAM buddies, I feel like I have been in
hibernation for the past few months with the chilly
weather and snow sprinkles, however that didn’t stop us
all having a good December Super Sunday with the extra
helping of mince pies and squirty cream alongside the
bacon butties and of course the lucky dip.
The Christmas festivities came and went quickly but I was very lucky
and managed to find a few goodies under the tree, so you will have to
check out my new biker kit on a future ride out.
Unfortunately though I haven’t
been quite good enough to get a
brand new bike despite testing out
quite a few up at the NEC back in
November...squeak!
This is my favourite and I even
won a trophy whilst I was there but had to take it easy after
with all the excitement.
So what’s next in the diary....
The last couple of BAM
breakfast clubs, then some ride outs when the leaders step
forward to show us all their favourites twisties and scenic routes
around the region, the skills days look very tempting again at
Thruxton, or even Knockhill for a long weekend away to Scotland. I
wonder if my little bike will be allowed on the circuit??
Then of course trips abroad and
hopefully a BAM weekend in the summer
ooo and a heads up that the GWAA ride
for life event is going to be bigger and better than last year so book a
th
date for July 9 and watch out for updates.....
If you are aware of any other bike related events going on in the
region then let me know, as I like to check them out and get a photo
or two of course.

Kessi
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YOUR NAME
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